Year 2 Learning Grid
This grid provides you with some ideas of how to support your child’s learning at home.
Your child may like to use this booklet to complete some of the activities from the grid in.
Literacy
Choose an activity from the word work
grid to practise writing your spelling
words.

Mathematics
Collect sticks or random objects and
bundle them into groups of 10. Count to
see how many groups you have.

Science & Geography
Draw a map of your home.
Be sure to label the natural
and built things.

Be a detective and look for capital letters
and full stops in the editing task cards.

Complete the missing 100s number chart
or practise correct number formations
using pencils, textas, crayons or can try
writing in chalk or with a wet paint brush.
Collect a range of rocks, shells or other
small objects to sort into as many equal
groups. Such as 4 groups of 5, 3 groups of
3, 2 groups of 4 etc.

Draw, build or paint a habitat
for an animal of your choice.
Label its features.

Read a story and explain how the story
reminds you of something in real life.

Use positional language to describe where
things are such as over, under, between,
left, right etc in your home.

Look and listen to this week’s
weather and create your
own 5-day weather forecast.

Use the story map OR story graph to plan
your own narrative. You may like to
choose a character from your favourite
story and create a new one.

Make patterns using objects found in your
home.
ABC - Shell, rock, stick, shell, rock, stick
AB – spoon, fork, spoon, fork

PDHPE (Sport & Health)
Set up an obstacle course at
your house. Time yourself to
see if you can beat it.

Using your story plan, write your narrative.
Try to include a sizzling start (exciting
beginning to your story).

Find 2D shapes around your home to help
you design and draw a robot using 2D
shapes.

Write a recount about something exciting
you did at home using time connectives –
first, then, next and later.
Phone or speak to another member of
your family and ask them to tell you a
story about your past.

Become a problem solver and complete
the math task cards.

Find some space to do some
exercise such as;
Star jumps, bear crawls, high
knees, sit ups and running on
the spot.
Play board and/or cards
games with family to practise
how to share and take turns.
Help someone to cook or
bake something healthy for
everyone to enjoy.

Ask an adult to read some stories to you.
Then retell the stories by explaining what
happened in the beginning, middle and
end.

Search for 3D shapes in your house and
sort them based on their features such as
Cookie jar, can and bottle are cylinders.

Draw and label all the living
and non-living things in your
home environment.

Creative Arts
Do some mindfulness
colouring in or drawing to
improve your fine motor
skills.
Do some directed
drawing (listening and
following directions).
You may like to use:
• Art Hub for Kids on
www.youtube.com
• Copy a picture from
your favourite book.
Use found objects around
your house to make music
or build your own
instrument.
Other
Learn to tie your shoe
laces on either your own
or someone else’s shoes.
Sort your toy box by type,
sort the washing into
colours, whites and darks
or sort washing by who
they belong to.

Play ‘I Spy’ with someone
special who lives with you
in your house or backyard.

Literacy
Choose an activity from the spelling “word work” grid to practise writing your spelling words.

Week 9
cuff
tiff
bluff
fluff
fluffy
scoff
scuff
stuff
affect
afford
muffin
offend
offer
puffer
effort
office

Week 10
phew
aphid
graph
graphs
phase
phone
phony
photo
Daphne
hyphen
Joseph
nephew
orphan
phobias
photograph
phonemes

Week 11
drift
flash
fleck
flesh
flinch
fresh
theft
frothing
shifting
fridge
dwarf
safely
wharf
knife
chef
thief

Literacy

Choose an activity from the spelling “word work” grid to practise writing your spelling words.

Spelling
“Word Work”
Choices

Use different coloured textas or pencils to write your
spelling words in each ray of the rainbow.

Literacy
Choose an activity from the spelling “word work” grid to practise writing your spelling words.

Literacy

Choose an activity from the spelling “word work” grid to practise writing your spelling words.

Choose 2 colours to write the consonants one colour and the vowels in another.
Vowels are: a, e, i, o, u
Consonants are: b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z

Write your own definition of the word and draw a picture to match.

Literacy
Be a detective and look for capital letters, full stops and spelling errors in the editing task cards.

Literacy
Use the story map or story graph to plan your own narrative.
You may like to choose a character from your favourite story and create a new one.

Literacy
Using your story plan, write your narrative. Try to include a sizzling start (exciting beginning to your story).

Literacy
Write a recount about something exciting you did at home using time connectives – first, then, next and later.

Mathematics
Complete the missing number chart with numbers 1-50.

Mathematics
Make patterns using objects found in your home such as AB – spoon, fork, spoon, fork or ABC - Shell, rock, stick, shell, rock, stick

Finish the following AB and ABC patterns squares
below by colouring them in the right order.

Create or draw your own patterns below using
objects from your home.

Mathematics
Find 2D shapes around your home to help you design and draw a robot using 2D shapes.

Mathematics
Become a problem solver and complete the math task cards.

Science & Geography
Draw a map of your home. Be sure to label the natural and built things.

Science & Geography
Draw, build or paint a habitat for an animal of your choice. Label its features.

Science & Geography
Find and draw all the living and non-living things in your home environment.

Science & Geography
Look and listen to this week’s weather and create your own 5-day weather forcast.

Creative Arts
Do some mindfulness colouring in to improve your fine motor skills.

Creative Arts
Do some mindfulness colouring in to improve your fine motor skills.

